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This resource is intended for single classroom or single user only. You may not copy or redistribute this purchase 
to anyone, including uploading to a website for others to download.  You may direct others to my store to purchase 
and download or purchase an additional license for each additional user.  This license is non-transferable and is 
intended for one user only. All rights to this product are reserved to the author and remain the intellectual property 
of the author, Tamatha Cauckwell M.S. CCC-SLP.

You may take pictures of you and/or your students using this product for your blog or social media site as long as 
you give credit and provide a link to my blog, TpT store, and/or tag me in the social media post

I have others help me edit my products; however, we are all human and sometimes we overlook things that others 
may notice.  If you have any questions, concerns, or note any errors, please email me 
TLCTalkShopSLP@gmail.com prior to leaving feedback.  Thank you! 

As a final reminder, by leaving feedback about your TpT purchases, you gain credits to save money on future 
purchases while providing valuable feedback for others and the sellers.  Everyone is a winner when you leave 
thoughtful feedback! Thank you!
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1 3The Living Room

Other Ideas for how to use these Scenes:
1.  Students not working on articulation, can utilize the articulation words to create grammatically correct sentences, add 
to a story about the pictured scene, use prepositional phrases to describe where they located the word on the page, or to 
use description, function, part-whole, categories, compare-contrast, etc.. about the word. 

1. What picture is on the wall?
2. What toy has been abandoned on the floor?
3. What are the kids playing?
4. What animals is curled up on the couch?
5. Who is reading a book?
6. Who is looking at their baseball card collection?
7. Who is playing dominoes?
8. Who is laying down on the floor and writing?
9. Where is the vase with flowers?
10. Where is the lamp?
11. Where is the cat?
12. Where is the plant?
13. When do we put flowers in a vase of water?
14. When do we open the window?
15. When do we use a pencil?
16. When do we put games away?
17. Why do we wear glasses?
18. Why do some people collect baseball cards?
19. Why do we play games?
20. Why do we out pictures on the wall?

2. Students only working on articulation, can look at the pictured scene and think about what other things may be 
found at such a location and that contains their sound and draw it into the pictured scene. Then they would practice 
these additional words at their level (word, phrase, sentence).

3. Students working on fluency, can practice using their strategies while telling where they found the word or to 
describe actions in the scene before coloring them.

1. What is the sitting on?
2. What is the boy doing at the oven?
3. What are in the jars on top of the refrigerator?
4. What is the weather like outside?
5. Who is eating an apple?
6. Who is sitting beside the dog?
7. Who is baking?
8. Who is eating a sandwich?
9. Where is the baby?
10. Where is the dog’s food bowl?
11. Where is the cookie jar?
12. Where is the bowl of apples?
13. When do we use an oven?
14. When do we eat lunch?
15. When do we use a microwave?
16. When do we give a dog a treat?
17. Why do we feed the pets?
18. Why do we use a trash can?
19. Why do we put food in a refrigerator?
20. Why shouldn’t we drink milk that has been left out?

The Kitchen
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1. What bath toy is on the shelf?
2. What bottle is on the side of the bathtub?
3. What is the cat doing?
4. What is next to the toilet?
5. Who is brushing their hair?
6. Who is brushing their teeth?
7. Who is crawling?
8. Who has long hair?
9. Where is the bar of soap?
10. Where is the toothbrush holder?
11. Where is the cat?
12. Where is the baby?
13. When do we put toothpaste on a toothbrush?
14. When do we take a shower or bath?
15. When do we use a towel?
16. When do we stretch out the shower curtain?
17. Why do we wash our hair?
18. Why do we brush or comb our hair?
19. Why do we use a bathmat?
20. Why do we brush our teeth?

The Bathroom

Other Ideas for how to use these Scenes:
1.  Students not working on articulation, can utilize the articulation words to create grammatically correct sentences, add 
to a story about the pictured scene, use prepositional phrases to describe where they located the word on the page, or to 
use description, function, part-whole, categories, compare-contrast, etc.. about the word. 

2. Students only working on articulation, can look at the pictured scene and think about what other things may be 
found at such a location and that contains their sound and draw it into the pictured scene. Then they would practice 
these additional words at their level (word, phrase, sentence).

3. Students working on fluency, can practice using their strategies while telling where they found the word or to 
describe actions in the scene before coloring them.

1. What stuffed animal is on the dresser?
2. What two items rock back and forth in the room?
3. What is the dog sniffing?
4. What is on the changing table?
5. Who is feeding the toddler?
6. Who is crying?
7. Who is sitting in the highchair?
8. Who is standing?
9. Where is the dog?
10. Where is the teddy bear?
11. Where are the pictures of the moon and stars?
12. Where is the diaper bag?
13. When does a baby drink from a bottle?
14. When do we put a baby in a highchair?
15. When do we change a diaper?
16. When do babies use a pacifier?
17. Why do babies use bibs?
18. Why do moms carry diaper bags?
19. Why do we give a baby a bottle?
20. Why do parents use rocking chairs in a nursery?

The Nursery



Join the Detective Club! A good detective can follow the clues in the order that they find them! 

1.  Color the cat after you color the wallpaper.                   5. Color the girl who is writing after you color the couch.
2.  Cross out the pile of dominoes after you color the lamp. 6. Circle the baseball cards after you color the boy with glasses. 
3.  Color the girls before you color the curtains.                 7. Color the girl playing dominoes before circling the game board.
4.  Draw the sun outside before you draw a toy car.           8. Draw a spinner beside the game board before coloring the cap.
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Bonus: Draw or 
find something in 
the picture with 

your sound.

1

initial

Dan is looking 
for clues.  Find 
these words:

lamp
laugh
long
light
lock
listen
lady
look
lunch
lucky
late
lazy

lesson
lizard
lotion

location
limit
left

lemonade
lawn
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limit



Join the Detective Club! A good detective can follow the clues in the order that they find them! 
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Bonus: Draw or 
find something in 
the picture with 

your sound.

3

medial

1.  Color the dog after you draw a bag of dog food next to it.   5. Draw a cup on the table after you color the bowl of apples.
2.  Name two things you put in a freezer after you color it.      6. Circle the cookie jar after you color the trash can.
3.  Cross out the mixer before coloring the caterpillar.            7. Color microwave before you color the boy that is baking.
4.  Underline the top cabinets before coloring the faucet.         8. Draw a cat near the refrigerator before you color the sun.

Dan is looking 
for clues.  Find 
these words:

belly
salad
wallet
jelly
pillow

balloon
sailing
police
silly
pilot

family
island
elbow

shoelace
olive
violin

envelope
toilet
dollar
eleven
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Join the Detective Club! A good detective can follow the clues in the order that they find them! 

1.  Color the bathtub after you color the bathmat.              5. Color the curtain after you underline the rubber duck.
2.  Name two hygiene products after you circle the towel.   6. Circle the cat after you draw a picture in the mirror.
3.  Color the girl’s brush before you color the boy.              7. Cross out the cat before you draw trash beside the trash can.
4.  Underline the kids before you count the toothbrushes.    8. Color the girl before you color the bar of soap. 
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Bonus: Draw or 
find something in 
the picture with 

your sound.

5

final

Dan is looking 
for clues.  Find 
these words:

call
sail
tail
ball
fall
pail
owl
bowl
yell
shell
nail
mall
pool
mail
heel
tool
bell

muscle
whale
hole
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Join the Detective Club! A good detective can follow the clues in the order that they find them! 

1.  Color the dog after you color the baby in the highchair.        5. Draw a toy after you circle the baby that is crying.
2.  Color the big sister after you underline the rattle.               6. Color the crib after you draw a picture for the wall.
3.  Cross out pacifier before you color the teddy bear.             7. Cross out the baby lotion before you color the giraffe.
4.  Circle the rocking horse before  you color it.                       8. Color the baby bag before you underline the rocking chair.
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Bonus: Draw or 
find something in 
the picture with 

your sound.

7

blends

Dan is looking 
for clues.  Find 
these words:

block
blame
blue
blank
clue
clock
claw
club
glass
glad
glow
flow

flame
flag

plane
plus
play
slip

sleeve
slam
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